Boolean AND and OR logic for cell signalling gateways: a communication perspective.
Cell signalling plays a vital role in development, sustaining, differentiation, and reproduction of cells. Pathways involved in signalling networks are quite interwoven and complex. Complexity encountered in understanding these pathways is often reduced with the help of Boolean circuit representation. In this study, the authors provide communication aspect of the signalling pathways that have two input Boolean logic AND/OR implemented at the rear effector protein. Communication is assumed to be taking place in extracellular and intracellular environment. The two environments are connected using a receptor protein acting as relay between a molecular source and effector protein. Each relay detects molecules from outside environment and stimulates the production of signals in the intracellular space. These signals/molecules further activate the effector protein which acts as a Boolean switch driven by AND/OR logic. Assuming Poisson reception at the relay as well as at the receiver, the authors provide probability of error of the AND and OR Boolean logic communication systems. Furthermore, reliability and some capacity bounds are deduced for the given Boolean communication system.